
“
I remember on my course there

were 60 of us, but only five guys,”

recalls Claire, a principal social

worker based in the South-west

who qualified in 2010.

“Everywhere I’ve worked there’s only been

one guy in the team,” she adds. “We’ve

actually had a sudden influx of male agency

workers where I am now – it’s really nice to

have some diversity for once.”

The gender split in social work is nothing

new, with men traditionally being in the

minority. But if anything it seems to be

widening, with recently published statistics

from Skills for Care for entry onto social work

courses in 2013/14 showing 85.4 per cent of

those enrolling in England were women – the

greatest imbalance for five years.

According to the Higher Education

Statistics Agency (HESA) the intake for

2014/15 shows 85.2 per cent female entrants

in England and for the UK as a whole the

figure is 84.9 per cent, a massive skew even

allowing for young women’s relatively

stronger educational success in recent years.

Alongside this, figures from England’s

regulatory body for social work, the Health

and Care Professions Council, show just

under 81 per cent of registered social workers

were female as of 31 May 2016.

So what’s behind social work’s ongoing

gender imbalance? Is it a picture that

practitioners recognise – and does it matter?

Speaking to social workers at all levels of

seniority and from various teams, it seems

the issue is near-universal, though most

concentrated in children and families teams.

Most agree stereotypes continue to play a

crucial role.

“There are more women than men,

certainly,” says Peter Hollis, a social worker

and care coordinator working in over–65s

mental health in Manchester. “I’ve been in

this work for 20 years and it’s always been

like that – it’s just seen as a female

profession.”

Back in the South-west, Claire questions

whether early-age guidance from teachers

and careers advisors helps push a gendered

perspective. Studies have shown that this

continues to have an impact on engineering,

albeit in the opposite direction which remains

hugely male-dominated in all areas.

“I wonder how many [educational

professionals] fall into saying, ‘You’re a caring

female, go be a social worker’,” she says.

Others argue the causes of the gender

imbalance lie as much with social work itself

as they do with outside influences. John

Okole, a children and families social worker

since 2014, suggests the profession’s “strong

feminist agenda”, combined with a persistent

perception of it as being inferior to other

white-collar occupations, may have

diminished its attraction to men.

A number of people pick up on social

work’s reputation as a ‘second-tier’

profession – associated with high levels of

stress, mediocre pay and unfavourable media

coverage – presenting a barrier to attracting

male applicants. Tony Stanley, Birmingham

City Council’s Chief Social Worker, speaks of

an “identity crisis” that must be addressed.

“There’s something about social work’s

position in society… it’s been de-

intellectualised, there’ve been attacks on it –

is it an attractive proposition?” Dr Stanley

asks.

“It should be a place where men see a

worthwhile enterprise – I do – and see higher

roles to aspire to,” he adds.

Dr Stanley’s comments highlight another

ongoing issue many social workers identify –

namely the fact that what relatively few men

there are in the profession seem to rise

disproportionately into more senior jobs,

meaning those at the sharp end are even

more likely to be women.

“There are lots of men in management

roles – they progress quickly out of the front

line for various reasons,” says Hannah, a

newly qualified social worker (NQSW) living in

Bristol.

It was not possible to get up-to-date

statistics breaking down the gender split at

management level. But Jill Manthorpe,

director of the Social Care Workforce

Research Unit at King’s College London,

adds a caveat that the picture is much more

positive than it used to be among elite-level

social workers.

“Taking the long view, the mid to late–90s

show women making a breakthrough in terms

of getting to director level,” she says.

Professor Manthorpe points to a

combination of factors – including social

work’s younger recruitment profile since

changing to a degree course, and shifts in the
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age at which women choose to have children

– which may interfere with the relative speed

at which men and women are promoted. But

the demise of the General Social Care

Council (GSCC) in 2012, she says, has made

available datasets less comprehensive and

the picture therefore harder to assess

accurately.

Whatever the reasons, it’s a problem, says

BASW Chair Guy Shennan. “It’s bound to

reproduce stereotypical roles of women doing

the hands-on work and men being in charge,”

he says.

Beyond reinforcing that status quo though,

there are other practical drawbacks to a less

balanced workforce, according to social

workers.

“Certain people need men to visit them –

for instance, I’m working with two individuals

who have sexually assaulted women,” says

Mr Hollis. “There can be a shortage of male

staff at times, putting pressure on others.”

Sally Tolhurst, a practice manager and

consultant practice educator working in the

West Midlands, highlights the need for social

work teams to offer service users a range of

people they can relate to. “Gender may be

pertinent when it comes to discussing

sensitive, intimate aspects of your life,” she

says. “Women workers have the skills to

work effectively with men, but male workers

can offer something different, and may make

the difference when it comes to successfully

engaging with a male member of the family.”

Mr Shennan adds it is important for men to

be involved in work that’s about helping

people. “It’s not good for society as a whole

for there to be such separation with women

involved in helping or care roles and men

not,” he says. “This separation conveys a

message to people on the receiving end of

services that it’s mainly women who work

with people – we need male role models in

social care.”

All too often, points out Claire, men who

come into contact with social care services

are likely to be isolated from other men. “I

always feel for dads when they’re sat in a

room full of professionals and they’re the only

man,” she says. “It’s not that a male social

worker will perform any better, but it might

help with the process not feeling [rightly or

wrongly] as if it’s just a load of women

nagging you.”

There is a danger when men’s voices and

input become marginalised, according to Dr

Stanley. “When we deny a child a father’s

perspective, we not only deny the father but

the whole paternal family,” he says.

Mr Okole agrees. “There’s not enough

recognition that men can be just as

interested, loving and caring towards children

and women,” he says. Mr Okole adds that for

men who have grown up learning to resolve

conflict through violence, more work needs to

be done to help them be healthier and more

socially adept in relationships – something a

male worker’s perspective might be able to

help with.

Positive role models

The associated subject of domestic

violence is raised by a number of people as a

crucial area in which addressing social work’s

gender divide could make a difference.

Several highlight the need for children who

have witnessed violence to have access to

men they can build a relationship with, and

who can act as positive role models.

Male professionals can also play a crucial

role in dealing directly with men who have

inflicted abuse, argues Ms Tolhurst.

“We need to work in a positive, challenging

way with [abusive] men,” she says. “There’s

something powerful about a woman

modelling assertive, challenging behaviour –

but also about a man engaging with male

perpetrators, listening to their stories and

helping them achieve change.”

Enacting this, however, requires another

change – an increase in the number of male

social workers. How can it be achieved? The

answer is far from clear, but many return to

the subject of reputation.

“It’s well documented that more highly paid

and higher-status roles are more attractive to

male applicants,” says Rachael Wardell, Chair

of the Association of Directors of Children’s

Services’ (ADCS) workforce development

policy committee.

“Given its demands, and the contribution

social work makes to society, it certainly

deserves to be seen as high-status, with

terms and conditions to match,” she adds. “If

an improvement in status could be achieved,

this might contribute to some rebalancing of

the workforce.”

Interestingly the Frontline programme,

which has been targeting high-achieving

graduates and career changers, reports that

22 per cent and 24 per cent of its first two

cohorts were male – a significantly higher

percentage than on social work degree

courses.

“We run insight days offering the chance

for students and graduates from diverse

backgrounds to find out more about social

work, with many targeted at those from

underrepresented groups who previously

would never have considered a career in

social work,” says Frontline Chief Executive

Josh MacAlister.

For those who have already chosen a

career in social work, points out Ms Tolhurst,

there’s also a need to make sure they actually

qualify – with men failing their placements at

a greater level than women.

“We need to look at how social work

studies and placement learning opportunities

may be a gendered activity, and which bits

men are struggling with,” she says. “I think

issues of identity and power need to be

explored more in depth to help male students

ask themselves, ‘What does it mean being a

man working with this service user?’.”

Ultimately though, does the disparity rest

on male identity? Mr Shennan thinks so. “Men

need to play their part in caring roles,

otherwise women don’t have a choice,” he

says.

In Bristol, Lorna, another NQSW, says she

can see this “changing organically as male

roles change in society, with more men

taking a key role in parenting and family life”.

Social work itself can play its part too, adds

Mr Okole. “The idea of men being important

in families, validating positive male identities

and celebrating these, I think this could make

social work – which promotes the networks in

the lives of children and their families – seem

more relevant to men out there who might be

thinking about working in the profession.”
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Country of HE provider         Subject                           Female                                Male                      Total

England                                   All subjects            472,730    (57.9%)           343,000   (42%)                815,845
                                               Social work           17,460      (85.2%)           3,025        (14.7%)             20,485

Wales                                      All subjects            31,775      (53.6%)           27,410      (46.3%)             59,210
                                               Social work           1,205        (84.8%)           215           (15%)                1,420

Scotland                                  All subjects            52,900      (58.3%)           37,720      (41.6%)             90,665
                                               Social work           1,440        (84.2%)           270           (15.7%)             1,710

Northern Ireland                      All subjects            13,550      (59.3%)           9,625        (40.6%)             23,175
                                               Social work           665           (79.1%)           175           (20.8%)             835

UK                                           All subjects            570,955    (57.7%)           417,755   (42.2%)             988,890
                                               Social work           20,770      (84.9%)           3,680        (15%)                24,450
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